
 

Shining a fluorescent light on the brain
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FlicR1 translates the electrical signals between neurons into fluorescence that
can be easily measured using conventional widefield fluorescence microscopy.
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Scientists have now described the engineering of a bright red fluorescent
protein-based voltage indicator, providing pathways to understanding
complex neurological disorders. Designated as FlicR1 (fluorescent
indicator for voltage imaging red), these indicators enable imaging of the
electrical activity of many genetically targeted neurons with high spatial
and temporal resolution.

Led by the University of Alberta with support from colleagues at
Harvard and Yale, FlicR1 has sufficient speed and sensitivity to report
single action potentials and voltage fluctuations at frequencies up to 100
Hz in single-trial recordings with wide-field microscopy. What does this
mean for the average citizen?

Neuronal disorders

"Neuronal disorders have a profound and constantly growing impact on
the quality of life," says lead author Ahmed Abdelfattah, a PhD
candidate in the Department of Chemistry at the U of A, of the
conditions that range from Alzheimer's to Zellweger syndrome and
everything in between. This new discovery can literally help shine a
spotlight on something that has gone wrong in the human brain, which
has roughly 80 billion neurons that are organized into elaborate circuits
forming the basis of sensory integration, motor co-ordination and higher
brain functions.

"These neuronal disorders are not fully understood because of the
limited capacity to define their underlying molecular basis," notes
Abdelfattah. "One issue that conspires to limit our understanding is our
inability to easily visualize the function and communication within
populations of neuronal cells at resolutions of approximately one-
thousandth of a millimetre."

Abdelfattah explains that to achieve functional imaging at this
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resolution—the equivalent of 100 times smaller than the diameter of a
human hair—we need to turn to optical imaging using fluorescent probes
that can change their colour or intensity when a particular neuron is
activated.

Novel treatment potential

FlicR1 (the new voltage biosensor) successfully translates the electrical
signals between neurons into fluorescence that can be easily measured
using conventional widefield fluorescence microscopy. "This enables us
to 'see the messages' as they are relayed through the nervous system,"
says Abdelfattah. "More importantly, we can see these messages with
FlicR1 at the highest temporal resolution possible—a single action
potential or one-thousandth of a second. We foresee that FlicR1 and its
future progeny can be used to unravel the functional basis of neuronal
disorders in more detail and empower us to develop novel treatments."

  More information: N. Mazzaro et al. Tau-Driven Neuronal and
Neurotrophic Dysfunction in a Mouse Model of Early Tauopathy, 
Journal of Neuroscience (2016). DOI:
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